Advanced maintenance.
Senses Element Maintenance/Senses Maintenance Go

With Senses Maintenance, you can digitalise the maintenance process for your machines. You can plan, conduct and document the maintenance of your machines quickly and efficiently – even for machines from third party providers.

Senses Maintenance structures and simplifies all maintenance processes and increases their efficiency. Senses Maintenance is available as a Senses Element to expand your Senses Mill Management solution, and also as Senses Maintenance Go for customers without machine networking.

Features and benefits

- Supporting your staff directly at the machine
  Maintenance plans, instructions and check lists available on the go

- Efficient ticket system
  Clear work orders which can be processed systematically

- Significantly reduced unplanned downtimes
  Preventive maintenance for increased availability and longer lifespans for your machines

- Lower overall costs for maintenance and inspection
  Increased maintenance efficiency due to personalised accounts, predefined maintenance plans, clear maintenance tasks and availability on the go

- Full transparency and quick access to data
  Mapping and archiving all maintenance actions and error messages in the digital maintenance logbook

- Seamless integration in Senses
  Intelligent, comprehensive use of data, displaying all operating figures in the central cockpit, automatically generated maintenance tasks

- Valuable database
  Data collection for future Senses analysis functions to optimise the maintenance process

- Intuitive Senses user interface
  Short induction time due to simple and clear design
Content of Senses Element Maintenance/Senses Maintenance Go
- Digital maintenance management with maintenance plans for every machine, ticket system, digital logbook, customisable cockpit with operating figures, integrated instructions and check lists
- Can be used on mobile devices
- Senses Maintenance with machine connection or Senses Maintenance Go without machine connection
- Senses Maintenance: It can be purchased and licences activated at the Saurer Software Shop (integrated into Senses)
- Senses Maintenance Go: It can be purchased via your contact person in Sales and Parts Admin, installation on your own hardware

Service
- Remote service during installation, start up and during operation

Areas of application
- For all textile machines/machine types
- Maintenance plans for Saurer machines available directly
- Advantages for Saurer machines (only with Senses Maintenance with machine interface, not with Senses Maintenance Go):
  - Maintenance tasks based on machine data from Saurer
  - Further links to Saurer machines in the planning stage, e.g. machine error messages and additional analysis

Mill Management System Senses
With a single program, you can now manage your entire production and quality assurance facilities along the textile chain. Senses, the digital Mill Management System from Saurer, bundles and analyzes production, quality and performance data across all divisions. Even machines from third-party manufacturers can be managed. In real time. Secure. From everywhere.